Wide-angle and polarization independent perfect absorber based on one-dimensional fabrication-tolerant stacked array.
We propose a wide-angle, polarization independent and fabrication-tolerant perfect absorber, which is based on a one-dimensional stacked array consisted of vertically cascaded two pairs of metal-dielectric bilayers. The results show that the absorption peaks are over 99% at the wavelength of 5.25 μm for different polarization angles, and remain very high within wide ranges of incident and azimuthal angles. We attribute those excellent performances to the excitation of the magnetic resonance (MR) and the guided mode resonance (GMR) for the TM and TE polarization, respectively, and are further expounded by the inductor-capacitor (LC) circuit model and the eigen equation of the GMR, respectively. More importantly, this one-dimensional absorber is very robust to the spacing distance between the neighboring stacks and the metallic strip thickness, which releases degrees of freedom in design and makes the absorber extremely flexible and simple in fabrication, thus it can be a good candidate for many fascinating applications.